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PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS 
 
Plastic production 
Cosines, security, comfort of homes and better living conditions depend on good windows. Plastic windows, unlike wooden ones, do not require
constant maintenance. Their colour palette and variety of glasses allows freedom of interior and exterior ideas. 
“Aveplast” produces and sells plastic window of almost ten different models that are manufactured from profiles of German company “BRUGMANN”.
Durability, economy, resistance to atmosphere influence and impacts are obligatory features of all plastic windows. "Aveplast" plastic windows can be
highly commended not only for a set features, but for ability to produce windows especially fast as well. 
Windows are long-lasting investment, so it is very important do not mistake by choosing them. “Aveplast” plastic window models differ from each other
by technical features and look – You just have to decide what purpose windows should serve, i.e. which their feature is the most important to You. 
14 years “Aveplast” work practice in the market allows not only supply plastic windows of excusive features, but to stand guarantor for its production
quality as well. 

Aluminium constructions 
Unique advantages of aluminium metal are using to obtain the forms of modern architecture. It is not possible to imagine any architectural construction
without aluminium solutions in the future. Thus, all former systems of constructions are renewed or created newly. 
Our company use ORGADATA German software „LOGIKAL“ for the organization of aluminum production orders. This program supports all the most
famous ALU data systems from Europe, so our company can meet various customer‘s requirements and produce orders from various companies
production such as: SCHUCO; WICONA, KT, etc. The bigest part of the ALU constructions UAB „Aveplast“ produce from Belgian company production
REYNAERS, which You can see here. 
Our permanent and firm cooperation with worldwide leaders “Reynaers”, “Pilkington” and others ensures professional performance of all constructions.
“Reynaers” - supplier of aluminium systems, supplies raw materials that meet highest technical and esthetical requirements. “Pilkington” glass
production, which are using in aluminium constructions allows to achievie the best architectural solutions, heat insulation and possibilities of sun
energy control. 
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